
PRINCIPLES OF BANKING MANAGEMENT

What are the major problems facing bank managers and why is bank management closely regulated? Bankers must
manage their assets and liabilities to.

Must collect information about potential borrowers. Excess reserves are insurance against the cost associated
with deposits outflows. That is because sometimes entire sectors or regions go bust and the bank will too if
most of its loans were made in a depressed region or to the struggling group. These are the basic principles of
the commercial bank. Shares and debentures of large industries are also addressed under this category.
Similarly, the securities of state government and local bodies are much safer when compared to the securities
of industrial concerns. Now lending money to someone is accompanied by some risks mainly. To put it simply
the main job of a bank is to rent money from depositors and give money to the borrowers. So they must
choose between giving up some interest or suffering higher default rates. Any bank cannot incur any loss on
the rate of its securities. As we know that bank lends the money of its depositors as loans. A bank should only
invest if it earns sufficient profits from it. The prerequisites for this are political stability and peace and
security within the country. In case of state governments and local governing bodies, same principle should be
abided to. Banks rarely used overnight loans 15 After: Expansion of overnight loans Development of new
financial instruments The flexibility in liability management means: the bank need not to depend on checkable
deposits as the primary source of funds liabilities. The repayment of the loan relies on the nature of security
and the potential of the borrower to repay the loan. The principle of technology. It should never invest its total
funds in a specific type of securities, it should prefer investing in different types of securities. So commercial
bank must train their employees to increase the efficiency in management. The intensity of risk differs
according to the type of security. Safety means that the borrower should be in a position to repay the loan and
interest at regular durations of time without any fail. Customer chooses those banks that provide improved
services. Even after considering the securities, the bank needs to check the creditworthiness of the borrower
which is monitored by his character, capacity to repay, and his financial standing. This is due to the fact that
shares of new companies are not considered as safe investments. Broadly, it is the securities of government
branches like the government at the center, state and local bodies that hugely carry the exception of their
interest from taxes. If a commercial bank does not maintain secrecy the customer will be dissatisfied. For
example, the terms and conditions, invoicing promptly and the controlling debts. It is very important to have
good credit management for efficient cash flow. Above all, the safety of bank funds relies on the technical
feasibility and economic viability of the project for which the loan is to be given. For running a profitable
business in an enterprise the entrepreneur needs to prepare and design new policies and procedures for credit
management. So it should always invest funds in the shares of branded companies where the probability of
decline in their rate is less. Presentation on theme: "Ch 9: General Principles of Bank Management"â€”
Presentation transcript: 1 Ch 9: General Principles of Bank Management How the bank manages its assets and
liabilities to earn the highest possible profits? Asset management entails the usual trade-off between risk and
return. Other principles; The principle of the economy. Bankers must also be careful to diversify, to make
loans to a variety of different types of borrowers, preferably in different geographic regions. Commercial
banks try to collect savings from society surplus.


